Dr Xavier’s Clinic

at The Bond Street Clinic, London
Quality In Medical Care
Our clinic is led by Dr Xavier, a medical doctor and former GP. His
passion for cosmetic medicine led him to specialise in this field
16 years ago and he is a full-time cosmetic medical doctor and
trainer/lecturer in cosmetic treatments.
Dr Xavier is joined in his Southampton clinic by a small team of
professionals, with extensive experience in cosmetic medical
treatments and customer service. Dr Xavier also offers a regular
clinic himself, at The Bond Street Clinic, London located in the
beautiful Gee’s Court between Oxford Street and St Christopher’s
Place. The clinic is located near to Selfridges and is only a few
minutes’ walk from Harley Street and 2 minutes’ walk from Bond
Street Tube Station.
About Dr. Xavier - our medical director
Qualifications: Dr Xavier Goodarzian MD (Honours), MRCGP, Dip Clin Derm
(London), PG Cert (Cos Med.) MBCAM.

Dr Xavier is a respected figure in the field of cosmetic medicine.
For your reassurance, he regularly trains surgeons, doctors and
other medical practitioners from Harley Street, round the UK

and the World in a range of medical
aesthetic treatments. His emphasis
is always on promoting best practice,
excellent client care and optimum treatment
results.
Dr Xavier also lectures at major conferences
throughout the United Kingdom and Europe.
He is also a member and past committee Member
of the British College of Aesthetic Medicine (BCAM).
BCAM promotes high standards of care and bestpractice in the industry. Dr Xavier has also appeared
on national TV as an invited expert on skin health and
cosmetic treatments.
A number of clients who come to the clinic for treatment are
themselves doctors, dentists and medical staff, who all trust
Dr Xavier’s skill and experience in treating them.

Our Promise To You
Unlike the larger national chain clinics, we are a locally-owned
independent national award-winning clinic and all of our treatments
are carried out under the care of Dr Xavier and our other medical
team members, giving you peace of mind and continuity of care. Our
philosophy is underlined by our 3 promises to you as our GUEST...
1. Personal Service
Everyone at Dr Xavier’s is dedicated to giving you the personal
service and time you need. We welcome you to our clinic as our
Guest and encourage your questions and feedback.
2. Impartial Expert Advice
We offer no-obligation consultations with a medical practitioner to enable
you to discuss the results you desire and find out all your options.

No-obligation initial consultation
To book an initial consultation call us on 023 80 637 638. An
initial 30-minute medical consultation costs £75 in The Bond
Street Clinic, London. The fee is non-redeemable and the
time is your opportunity to ensure all your questions and
concerns are listened to and answered by an experienced
medical professional.
Special Needs Assistance
We are committed to facilitating access for all, to the services
we provide, however The Bond Street Clinic is located on
the upper floors and a lift is not provided. Access to the clinic
does require a number of stairs. A handrail is provided.

3. Excellent Aftercare
The service we provide does not end as you leave the clinic.
We are here to answer your questions after your treatment and
provide reviews of your progress.
What can you achieve NON-SURGICALLY?
There is a lot that we can achieve
non-surgically as you can see and
volume-restoring treatments can form
an important part of the any facial
rejuvenation plan.
• Nose reshaping with Fillers to correct
uneven nose contours
• Fuller cheeks with Fillers or Ellansé
improve hollow cheeks
• Lip reshaping or volume for a fuller
natural look with Fillers
• Chin volume with Fillers to create or
restore a contoured profile to delicately
frame the lips

• Brow & eyelid lift
with Botox.
• Cheek lift to restore lost
volume with Ellansé, or
Fillers.
• Jaw-line improve the
contours of the jaw-line
to reduce jowls and
sagging with Ellansé,
or Fillers.

Treatments at our London Clinic
We first opened our doors 16 years ago (at our Southampton clinic) and have
seen our industry grow rapidly over this time. However, the one thing that has
not changed is that people want safe and trusted treatments in a professional
and caring medical environment, and it is my promise to deliver that every time.
At the London Clinic, we offer a wide range of treatments and therapies for
your skin health as well as some body treatments.
Treatments at the London Clinic include:
• Lines, wrinkles and lip treatments • Collagen stimulation treatments
(Ellansé) • Skin hydration treatments • Non-surgical rhinoplasty • Under-eye
tear trough • Facial volume restoration • Light to medium medical skin peels
• Mole screening / mapping service • Aqualyx fat dissolving injection for facial
and body areas • Keloid scar treatments • Female intimate health - Vaginal
Non-Surgical Labiaplasty • Desirial™ • Male intimate health - non-surgical

penoplasty (penis enlargement).
All of our treatments and therapies are medically-based and designed to
protect, maintain, restore and improve your physical and mental health
and well-being - helping you become the best version of you.
We are a medical clinic not a beauty salon so your physical and mental health
is our sole mission and we offer only safe, tried and tested treatments. There
are lots of “fad” treatments that we have seen come and go, many fuelled by
the social media era that we live in (such as “Russian Doll lips” and “Fox eye
threads”). If you are looking for these purely cosmetic treatments, then we are
perhaps not the clinic for you.
Everything we do is provided in a medically-supervised clinical environment
and your care with us starts with a consultation with Dr Xavier to discuss and
recommend the best treatment or care package for you.

Useful Appointment Information
Deposits and payments - for treatments
When booking for a treatment we may ask you to pay a deposit. The amount
depends on the treatment, secures your booking and is deducted from the
treatment cost.
Children & Infants - safety first
For clinical safety reasons, the clinic is not a suitable environment for infants and
children. This includes the reception area, even when accompanied by a parent or
guardian. Please do not bring infants and children with you – your help is appreciated.
Complaints & Comments
Our complaints policy can be downloaded from our website at the “Contact”
page or simply call us on 023 80 637 638 for a copy.

Cancellation policy - if you can’t attend
We normally send out SMS text reminders or call clients the working day
beforehand to confirm attendance but please do not rely on these – if you
cannot attend you do need to let us know.
If you are unable to make your initial consultation or treatment appointment
please call us at least 24 hours in advance to allow us to reschedule
appointments for other clients.
For a missed booked treatment appointment a cancellation fee of £50 or
50% of the treatment cost for which you have been booked (whichever is
greater) will be invoiced to you if less than 24 hours notice is given. For
missed initial and general consultations a cancellation fee of £50 is charged.

For your Reassurance
• Our clinic is led by Dr Xavier, a leading and experienced UK
Medical Doctor. Dr Xavier trains other doctors & surgeons in
treatments including this procedure. He regularly trains doctors
in Harley Street as well as lectures at conferences around the
UK and Europe.
• Dr Xavier is a full member and past Committee Member of the
British College of Aesthetic Medicine (BCAM) and Nurse Luis
is a member of the British Association of Cosmetic Nurses

(BACN). Both bodies work together to promote high standards
and best practice throughout the industry.
• Dr Xavier has appeared on UK national TV and radio as
an invited expert on cosmetic treatments.
•O
 ur clinic has won the Aesthetic Awards - “Best UK Clinic”
a number of times plus a host of other awards for client
experience.

How To Find Us
The Bond Street Clinic, LONDON
Rail & Tube
Bond Street Tube station is directly across the road from the entrance to Gees
Court at St Christopher’s Place. We are also within walking distance from Oxford
Circus, which sits on the Bakerloo, Central and Victoria Lines. Gees Court is
situated directly off Oxford Street between the Intimissimi Store and H&M for
Women opposite Bond Street Station. A great landmark is a clock and sign which
points directly down Gees Court. The clinic is 30 metres down on left-hand side.
Parking
Parking is available on street on Barret Street or James Street. There is also a
large underground car park in Cavendish Square (operated by Q-Park) about
a 10 minutes’ walk.
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dr xavier & associates
MEDICAL CLINIC | OUR EXPERIENCE MAKES YOURS

For more information or to book a NO-OBLIGATION CONSULTATION
call us on 023 80 637 638 or visit www.xavier-g.com
Dr Xavier & Associates Clinic, 25 Queen’s Terrace, Southampton SO14 3BQ
Some treatments also at Dr Xavier’s Clinic, 11-12 Gee’s Court, Marylebone, London W1U 1JN

